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GUTTER SYSTEM

All elements of the gutter system are produced from 

thin layer steel, therefore it is highly recommended 

to wear protective gloves  to protect against possible 

cuts. It is not recommended to allow children to 

touch components of the gutter system, especially 

when unsupervised by parents.

Use, copying and distribution of photos, pictures or graphical 

elements from this catalogue without the author’s permission is 

prohibited. The copyright of this catalogue is protected by the 

Law on Copyright.



INTRODUCTION
ABOUT RAIKO®

“RAIKOⓇ“ was one of the first gutter systems in the European market to be manufactured from painted steel. The first clients could 

acquire it as early as in 1989. During a period of over 25 years, the best technical solutions were found, which guarantee high reliability, 

durability and excellent performance of the products. Our years of experience are a guarantee of quality by “RAIKOⓇ”!

Since RRS Sp. z o.o. S.K.A  took over management of Dablex factories in 2013, it continues to refine “RAIKOⓇ” gutter systems by applying 

modern and e�cient control and steel shaping technologies.

MISSION

The main goal of the company is high level client service. Therefore, much attention is given to systematic sta� training, expansion of the 

distribution network and improvement of order execution.

Dynamic development of the company, care for production quality and personal communication with all clients ensures a stable position 

at the top of the list of Europe’s metal gutter systems providers.

RAIKO® PRODUCTS

RRS Sp. z o.o. S.K.A. produces two types of gutter systems: “RAIKOⓇ”: “Premium” and “Platinum”. They come in three sizes: 100 mm / 75 

mm, 125 mm / 90 mm, 150 mm / 100 mm. All products o�ered are versatile and particularly e�cient, and the wide choice of colours 

also ensures excellent aesthetics.

The systems are produced from high quality corrosion-resistant materials, therefore they stay durable for many years. The steel used is 

produced by world renowned manufacturers SSAB (“RAIKOⓇ Premium”) and “ArcelorMittal” (“RAIKOⓇ Platinum”).

QUALITY

The best proof of quality is the manufacturer’s warranty. “RAIKOⓇ Premium” gutter system is covered by a 30 year warranty!



RAIKO® Premium

ALL COMPONENTS OF SYSTEM “RAIKOⓇ Premium” ARE GIVEN A

30 YEAR WARRANTY
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Zinc alloy (Z275)

Passivation coating

Steel core (0.6 mm)A

B

C Surface-hardened 
with “Plexiglass”

Polyester primer (10 µ)

Top layer of paint (25 µ)
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The components of the gutter system “RAIKO® Premium” are 

made from the highest quality “GreenCoat® RWS” steel, which is  

manufactured by the Swedish steel concern SSAB. It is covered 

from both sides with a strong 35 micron layer of paint, and 

long–term anticorrosive resistance is ensured by the 0.6 mm thick 

steel core, plated on both sides with a layer of zinc (275g/m²).

The optimum thickness of paint coating ensures good resistance  

to wear and weather e�ects, and it also means smart use of 

natural resources. This coating is resistant to the aggressive 

chemical elements that are dissolved in the rain water, and to Air 

pollution. Because of these features “RAIKO® Premium” gutter 

system provides excellent protection against corrosion, and 

serves several times longer than other gutter systems.

Painted “RAIKO®  Premium” steel “GreenCoat® RWS” is in line with 

the European standard EN10169+A1.
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“GreenCoat® RWS” coating used in making “RAIKO® Premium” 

components is unique, since its outer layer of paint contains small 

polymer particles, PMMA (polymethyl-methacrylate), also known 

as “Plexiglass”. They make the painted surface particularly hard 

and resistant to external damage. Therefore, the system has signif-

icantly more resistance to friction loads, which could a�ect the 

components (e. g., installation, cleaning, frozen snow). Thus, this 

coating maintains its initial colour and brightness over the years.

The “RAIKO® Premium” gutter system is easy to fit to the 

surroundings since as many as 11 colours are available.

GreenCoat® RWS Cross–section of the top layer of paint

VARNISH

„PLEXIGLASS“
PARTICLES

LAYER OF PAINT
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*Catalog colors may vary slightly from production colors

SSAB kodas: 778
SPEC. PADENGIMAS

VARIO

RAL             9002
SSAB kodas: 001 SSAB kodas: 087

RAL            7011
SSAB kodas: 015
RAL            9005

SSAB kodas: 830
RAL            6020

SSAB kodas: 758
RAL            3009

SSAB kodas: 444
RAL            8019

SSAB kodas: 044
RAL            7037

SSAB kodas: 434
RAL            8017

SSAB kodas: 742
RAL            8004

SSAB kodas: 781
RAL            3005
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1. Gutter,
    2 m / 3 m / 4 m

2. Downpipe,
   1 m / 2 m / 3 m / 4 m

3. Gutter holder, universal

4. Extended gutter holder, 75

5. Extended gutter holder, 210

6. Extended gutter holder, 325

7. Gutter’s internal corner, 90°

8. Gutter’s external corner, 90°

9. Gutter’s internal corner, 135°

10. Gutter’s external corner, 135°

11. Gutter cover, L., R. 

12. Inserted gutter cover, L., R. 

13. Hopper head

14. Gutter joint with lock 

15. Elbow, 60°

16. Downpipe connection,
      0,5 m / 1 m 

17. Downpipe clamping ring, universal 

18. Downpipe clamping ring with screw

19. Holder screw with plug, 150 

20. Holder screw with plug, 225

21. Holder screw with plug, 300

22. Gutter pipe tee

23. Rainwater collector (of the downpipe)

24. Bottom elbow

25. Downspout with ground inlet

26. Drain gully

27. Flexible elbow
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SYSTEM

100/75

125/90

150/100

1 downpipe [X]

up to 50 m2

50 m2 - 100 m2

50 m2 - 100 m2

100 m2 - 150 m2

100 m2 - 150 m2

150 m2 - 200 m2

2 downpipes [Y]

The round shape of gutter system “RAIKOⓇ Premium” will give 

elegance to Your building. Strongly interlocking components will 

ensure system reliability and water tightness. A choice of three 

sizes makes it easy to suit it to both a cottage or a significantly 

larger industrial building.

Use the table below to calculate the size of the gutter system to be used 

and the number of downpipes to be installed. Bear in mind, that one 

downpipe can take the amount of water collected with 10 metres of 

gutter.

SYSTEM IN 3 SIZES

100 mm 75 mm 125 mm 90 mm 150 mm 100 mm

2 Downpipe

1 Gutter
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“RAIKOⓇ Premium” holders are produced from thick 4 mm steel. 

Therefore, the structure is strong, the gutter can handle high 

accidental overloads (e. g., snow slides). Universal holders can be 

fixed to the front board or the rafters. Since the holders are 

extended, the gutter can be installed even in the most 

uncomfortable conditions.

If fixed at distances no greater than 600 mm, the gutter will be stable. 

Successful water drainage requires the gutter drop towards the 

downpipe should be 3–5 mm per running metre.

IF THE LENGTH OF THE ROOF SLOPE AT THE GUTTER EXCEEDS 10 

METERS, INSTALLATION OF HOLDERS MUST START AT THE CENTRE, 

DIVIDING THE SLOPE INTO TWO PARTS AND DIVERTING THE WATER FLOW 

TOWARDS THE ENDS OF THE GUTTER

100 mm

max 600 mm

3-
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Extended
gutter holder
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Extended
gutter holder
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Extended
gutter holder
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90O

135O

The “RAIKOⓇ Premium” Gutter system has corners, which can be 

used to connect the gutter at both the internal and the external 

corners of the roof. The biggest advantage is that both corners of 

this type can connect the gutter of your roof at angles of 90 or 135 

degrees.

A gutter joint is used to connect them to the gutter, thus no 

protruding components are left in the water drainage area and 

there is no accumulation of debris.

IN CASE OF GAMBREL ROOF, THE DOWNPIPES MUST 

BE INSTALLED AT THE LONGER SLOPES

SINGLE SLOPE ROOF

GAMBREL ROOFCOMPOUND ROOF

INSTALLATION OF DOWNPIPES ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF ROOF

7 Gutter’s internal corner, 90°

8 Gutter’s external corner, 90°

10 Gutter’s external corner, 135°

9 Gutter’s internal corner, 135°
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Covers of both types are universal, suitable for installation on both the 

left and the right side of the gutter. All you will need is to remove (cut 

or bend) the tab at the selected side. Use special sealant for 

installation at the joint between the cover and the gutter.

11
L./R.
Gutter cover

12
L./R.
Inserted gutter cover
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Hopper, connecting the 

gutter with the downpipe, 

gives excellent aesthetical 

appearance to this 

component. You can choose 

the water drainage location 

yourself, all You need is to 

cut an opening in the 

desired spot of the gutter, 

which will be neatly covered 

by the hopper.

The gutter joint with lock will 

be useful for strongly 

connecting gutters or corners 

(maintain a 3–4 mm gap 

between the gutters due to 

temperature fluctuations). The 

lock makes it easy to correct 

or repair the system later

CUT A 8–10 CM WIDE OPENING IN THE GUTTER, AND 

BEND THE EDGES TOWARDS THE DOWNPIPE, THEN BE 

SURE TO PAINT IT WITH SPECIAL PAINT TO ENSURE 

IMPROVED ANTICORROSION PROTECTION.

DO NOT USE AN ANGLE GRINDER FOR 

CUTTING THE GUTTER SYSTEM!

You can protect the gutter from snow slides by installing 

10–20 mm below the vector line of the roof. Such a gap is not 

necessary if there are snow guards installed on the roof. The 

edge of the roof should be approximately at the centre of the 

gutter – this will guarantee successful collection of water.

10 - 20 mm

X - width of the gutter

1/3 X

13 Hopper head

14 Gutter joint with lock
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This universal elbow enables 

installation of “RAIKO® Premium” 

system on even the most 

sophisticated roofs. By using the 

easy to connect elbows, You can install 

water drainage on even the most 

complicated roof corners and units. This 

component will prove invaluable, when you 

need to bypass obstacles on walls or 

locations for downpipe installation. This 

elbow is called universal for a reason, 

since its wider end is easy to insert into 

both the narrower and the wider downpipe.

Downpipe connection (extension) will be 

useful for draining water from compound 

roofs, when other complex components are 

additionally connected into a common system.

Additionally, it is easy to cut this 

component into two shorter ones 

with one end being  narrower. 

Therefore, it is an excellent 

solution, if installation of the 

gutter system requires shorter 

downpipes, which are narrower at 

one end.    

Use the table to calculate the length of components needed to 

install the downpipe from the edge of the roof. Due to universal 

connection of the elbow 60°, one end of the downpipe can be 

narrower. 

* The specified dimensions include a 40 mm space, which 

appears at the connection of the downpipe clamping ring. 

L

A* (100/75)

A* (125/90)

0

218

225

200

303

310

400

473

480

500

563

570

600

658

665

800

853

860

A* (150/100) 230 315 485 575 670 865

1000

1003

1010

1015

16 Downpipe connection

15Elbow, 60°
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These clamping rings of the gutter system “RAIKOⓇ Premium” will 

hold the downpipe with stability and strength, and the innovative 

technical solutions enable their easy installation. The universal 

clamping ring with fastener tabs at the end, will be easy to attach 

to a stable surface (sheet metal, wood, etc.). Naturally, if you wish 

to move the downpipe further from the wall or if the attachment 

surface is unsuitable (e. g., mortar or thermal insulation of the 

wall), you can always use the clamping ring with three di�erent 

lengths of holder screws with plugs.

17 Downpipe clamping
ring, universal

18Downpipe clamping ring
with screw
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WHEN INSERTING WEDGES FOR DOWNPIPE HOLDERS, USE A 

RUBBER HAMMER, AND IŠ YOU DON’T HAVE ONE – A BLOCK OF 

WOOD. OTHERWISE, YOU COULD DAMAGE THE PROTECTIVE 

ANTICORROSIVE LAYER OF THE COMPONENT.

Holder screws with plugs

300 mm

225 mm

150 mm



Invaluable component, which 

connects downpipes of several 

roof slopes. It enables saving, as 

well as reduces the number of 

components, as well as maintains 

the aesthetic appearance of the 

building – You will not overload 

the walls with additional pipes. (When installing a 

downpipe tee, always calculate (according to 

Table 10), if the roof slope area, connected 

through two downpipes, does not exceed the 

recommended area).

It is an excellent means to for 

collection of rainwater from 

the roof into a storage tank 

placed at the downpipe. It can 

be used for watering flowers 

or other plants, and for other 

household uses. Saving water 

from the water  supply is 

caring for the environment. FOR MAXIMUM TIME OF TROUBLE FREE OPERATION OF 

THE GUTTER SYSTEM, WE RECOMMEND INSPECTING AND 

CLEANING THE DEBRIS ANNUALLY

22Gutter pipe tee

23 Rainwater collector
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USE RIVETS TO REINFORCE 

JOINTS OF THE GUTTER SYSTEM 

COMPONENTS



By using a universal drainage gully and a flexible elbow together 

with the ground inlet, you can connect the “RAIKO® Premium” 

gutter system to the underground rainwater drainage. These 

components are freeze resistant. The drainage gully traps leaves 

and other debris, to prevent them from getting into the drainage 

system. A special access door will allow easy cleaning at any 

time.

The bottom elbow can be used to 

finish the rain water drainage 

route through the downpipe. Its 

end is round, which provides it 

with more sti�ness and excel-

lent aesthetic appearance. In 

addition, it will protect children 

against unexpected contact 

during operation.

If underground drainage is installed in  

your yard, we recommend using a 

downspout with ground inlet. It will 

connect the downpipe to the drainage       

system. The bottom “skirt” will stylishly 

cover even the most disorderly 

connections. Such a fine touch will 

maintain the aesthetic appearance of 

the façade.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

24Bottom elbow

27Flexible elbow

25 Downspout with ground inlet

26 Drainage gully
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“RAIKOⓇ Platinum” is the most reliable gutter system, designed 

for an especially aggressive environment, saturated with chlorides 

(salts) or ammonium. Components of this system are produced 

from 0.6 mm thickness steel, which is covered with unique 

“Magnelis®” alloy ZM310 (310 g/m²). It is produced by the German 

steel concern “ArcelorMittal”.

The chemical composition of “Magnelis®” coating is most suitable 

for anticorrosion protection, since its core (zinc) layer is enriched 

with 3.5 percent of aluminium and 3 percent of magnesium. Due to 

such  amount of magnesium, a stable and durable layer is formed 

over the entire surface, especially e�cient in protection against 

corrosion. It provides the “Magnelis®” coating with tenfold better 

anticorrosive protection than alternative galvanised products, for 

example, standard hot dip galvanised steel.
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The “Magnelis®” surface coating of “RAIKOⓇ Platinum” steel ensures 

a longer lasting active protection of the steel core. Disintegration of 

this alloy in an ammonium environment takes seven times more time 

than for standard zinc. It also provides better anticorrosive protection 

in an alkaline environment (when the pH is 10 to 13). In addition, it has 

better cathodic protection of the equivalent zinc coating and open cut 

edges, since the thin film of magnesium enriched zinc prevents 

corrosion reactions. This is why the components of the “RAIKOⓇ 

Platinum” system (even the edges of the components) have total 

protection against corrosion.

ALL COMPONENTS OF SYSTEM “RAIKOⓇ Platinum” ARE GIVEN A

10 YEAR WARRANTY

SALT SPRAY TEST

20 µm thickness coating from both sides

COATING

WEIGHT LOST IN THE HARSHEST CONDITIONS

g/
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Aluzinc Zn-Al HDGSMagnelis®

THIS GUTTER SYSTEM IS 
MADE IN TWO SIZES

125 mm 90 mm 150 mm 100 mm

Magnelis®
after 34 weeks

Aluzinc
after 34 weeks

Zn and Al
after 28 weeks

Hot dip galvanized
steel after 6 weeks
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GUTTER SYSTEM

All elements of the gutter system are produced from 

thin layer steel, therefore it is highly recommended 

to wear protective gloves  to protect against possible 

cuts. It is not recommended to allow children to 

touch components of the gutter system, especially 

when unsupervised by parents.

Use, copying and distribution of photos, pictures or graphical 

elements from this catalogue without the author’s permission is 

prohibited. The copyright of this catalogue is protected by the 

Law on Copyright.


